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Cyclical vibrations and the moral universe. Date: August / Words: / Author: Toyah. The law of vibration might not be as
well known as the law of.

One thing existing is necessarily Infinite. This is true of quantum mechanics, and of the cosmic motions of the
planets, stars, galaxies, and the universe itself. In their article, the scientists propose a new model with dark
energy and our universe riding on an expanding bubble in an extra dimension. I believe they are. In the book,
Cycles, Samuel A. Except breath and heart. Rhythm is music. Others pity you for your poverty. If you throw a
rock into a pond you disturb the harmony of the pond, you are the cause, the effect is the splash and the ripples
that flows out and back until harmony is restored. Cycles can be difficult to discern. Example 2. We are not
right or wrong. You'd better try to understand them, because all of your timing and often your luck is tied up
in them". For example, if we are experiencing inflation which refers to the trend in overall prices , the low
point in the cycle of wheat prices might be higher than the highest point of the previous cycle. Human
institutions are usually based on mistakes that are long forgotten. So why are Cycles important and interesting!
Most disharmonious situations are solved through a change in your viewpoint. The markets of the world are
affected by many complex fundamental factors The most insignificant event has major effects on the course of
history. Rather, the frequencies of WSM particle waves increase with time. The inter-relatedness of all things
is an idea who's time has come. Dissonance and resonance are sources of power. On a larger scale, perhaps life
itself has a rhythm through reincarnation, with life following death following life. To apply harmonics theory
to space itself is not necessarily valid. There are rhythms in geology, weather, animal behavior, etc. The dance
of life is also the dance of death. When two or more people of similar vibration are gathered for a shared
purpose, their combined energy directed to the attainment of that purpose is doubled, tripled, quadrupled or
more. The search for knowledge is enhanced by bridging diverse areas of expertise In other words if you give
love, mercy and grace to others, you will receive the same in return. This law supersedes even the fundamental
law of Karma, for harmony is the supreme potential of balance. Miscellaneous cycles in Nature: tree rings,
floods, rainfall, animal migrations including the lemmings' mass suicide in the sea every 3. After some interval
of time the shift will be to exactly double what it was at a starting point. A Master of Life enjoys all the
warmth and joy that life has to offer, but detaches from the negativity by allowing it to flow through him
without affecting him. Leibniz, There are cycles in everything. They occur in the same time-frame. The sperm
are in a dance about the egg. Then, for example, if we judge "expansion" to be "good" as in an expanding
economy , we recognize that every such "good" must be balanced by something which we might judge to be
"evil," although both are merely two halves of a cycle. Ray - There is a redshift that correlates well with
galactic distance but not well with quasar distance. Resistance is fear, so it is something you need to
Karmically resolve. Ray Tomes The following is from a recent discussion between Ray and I on Harmonics
Theory and its applications to physical reality. We learn that there is balance. However, researchers have
found apparently unrelated phenomena which have the same time-length. Every Soul, living and discarnate, is
connected at the level of the collective unconscious, deep within the Higher-Self. Firstly cycles tell us
something fundamental about Reality , that at a metaphysical level reality must posses properties that cause
these cycles.


